Events to Celebrate the 250th Anniversary of Blake’s Birth

Now Available

A new biography of William Blake for young people

William Blake: The Gates of Paradise
by Michael Bedard
ISBN 088776763X
hardcover
full color throughout
$19.95 US/$28.99 CAN
for ages 14 +

"Bedard writes with precision, simplicity, and grace, conveying not only Blake’s passions and disappointments, but also his inner compass and the happiness he found with his wife....A fine biography." —Booklist

"The book is a beautiful piece of work...." —Morris Eaves, Coeditor, Blake/An Illustrated Quarterly

AVAILABLE AT ON-LINE AND LOCAL BOOKSELLERS EVERYWHERE

TUNDRA BOOKS
www.TundraBooks.com

NEWSLETTER

The village of Felpham is celebrating the 250th anniversary of Blake’s birth by planning a festival of arts week in November 2007 and commissioning a Blake memorial stained glass window in the church. If you wish to donate money for the window or make suggestions for festival week, please contact Reverend Timothy Peskett (frtim@zoom.co.uk).

The Centre for Eighteenth-Century Studies at the University of York, with the support of Nottingham Trent University and the Blake Society, is hosting a three-day Blake at 250 conference from 30 July to 1 August 2007. Further details are available at the conference web site <http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/cecs/conf/Blakehome.htm>.